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FOREWORD 

This report has been prepared to acquaint the 
reader with some of the results drawn from a 
study of the electromagnetic properties of plas- 
mas, made by the scientists associated with the 
RCA Victor, Ltd., Research Laboratories, Mon- 
treal, Canada. This work was performed under 
Contract DA-36-034-ORD-3144RD as part of the 
Down-Range Anti-Ballistic Measurements Pro- 
gram (DAMP). 
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ABSTRACT 

This report is a study of eleotromagnetic properties of 

horaogeneous anisotropic  plasmas. 

The propagation charncteristici of electromagnetic waves 

in anisotropic plasmas are examined for propagation parallel to 

and perpendicular to the applied d-c magnetic field.    The exist- 

ence of very low freq'^ncy pass-bands due to ion effects is 

r.oted.    Faraday rotation due to the earth's magnetic field is 

considered for the ionosrhere and the plasma sheath of a re-entry 

vehicle. 

A generalized and exact form of K.irchhoff's law is used to 

obtain the absorptivity of a plasma from its electromagnetic 

properties.    The absorptivity of an isotropic and anisotropic 

plasma slab is computed for normal incidence and  the effects of 

electron collision frequency,  slab ^lickness,  stop-bands and 

boundary effects on the radintion sppctrum is presented. 
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KLKCTROMACrNRTIC WAVE PROPAGATION AND 

RADIATION CHA.1ACTRRIST1CS OF ANISCTROPIC FuASMAS 

I,     INTRODUCTION 

A large percentage of the total matter in the universe consists 

of plasma,  or ionized gases whose net charge  is zero.    Fig.  1.1   shows the 

approximate range of electron concentration and magnetic field for some of 

these plasmas.    Plasmas of interest range from fusion devices with very 

largo electron densities and raagrifitic fislds to the most tenuous plasmas 

encountered in astrophysxcs.    Important pflrameters when considering electro- 

magnetic  propagntion and  passive radirtion from plasmas are the  plasma 

frequency, Wp, which is directly related to the elactron density, and the 

electron collision frequency,  v.    Approximate ratios of v/u    for a number 

of plasmas of Interest are shown in Fig.  1,1.    Note that the boundaries of 

the regions will,  in general, extend further than shown,  especially towards 

lower magnetic fields and electin    concentrations.    Generally, anomalous 

propagation and enhanced passive radiation is expected in the regions where 

the electromagnetic frequency, d»,  is close to the plasma freouency «p or 

the electron cyclotron frequency, w^,    Lines of w = w^ and w = Wp have been 

inserted for a frequency of f =   w /27r = 8 Kmc/s. 

The type of plasma of particular interest in this study is the 

plasma sheath which forms around a high velocity re-entry vehicle.    Propa- 

gation of electromagnetic energy in magnetized plasmas is examined and low 

fi^quency pass-bonds are  shown to exist for certain orientations of magnetic 

field.    This opens up the possibility of creating these low frequency pass- 

bands by means of a fairly high mngnetic field carried in the vehicle.    A 



siprinl would propnpr.te with little reflection or absorption from the  sheath 

at frequencies much lower thnn the plasma frequency.    The Faraday rotation 

which mißht  take  place when propagation is  parallel to the earth's magnetic 

field  is examined and  shown to be  small.    The passive microwave radiation 

spectrum emitted from the  plasma sheath of a re-entry vehicle  is examined. 

The radiation spectrum may be considerably different if a magnetic field is 

carried by the vehicle.    The particular case where  there  is  no magnetic field 

is  included.    Consideration:; are also given to the radirtion spectrum detected 

by a microwave radiometer in terms  of  the emitted  spectrum. 

The  electromagnetic properties of a plasma can be deduced from a 

knowledge of  the dielectric  coefficient of a plasma.     In the  case where the 

plasma is anisotropic due  to an applied d-c mapnetic field  the dielectric 

coefficient is a tensor quantity and the propagation characteristics are a 

function of the   orientation of magnetic field.    The  solution of Maxwell's 

equations in a uniform plasma shows  that there are two possible waves for 

propagation at any arbitrary angle  to the d-c magnetic field.    The  particular 

cases of propagation parallel  to and perpendicular to  the magnetic field are 

considered. 

The  equilibrium radirition of a body can be determined from its 

absorptivity to an incident plane wave by Kirchhoff's law.    For the particular 

case of a uniform plasma slab whe -i dimensions  perpendicular to the direction 

of propagation are infinite  the absorptivity is deduced from the  propagation 

characteristics of the  plasma by matching the electromagnetic fields at the 

boundaries.    A solution may then be obtained for an arbitrary  orienttition of 

the magnetic field by an appropriate choice for the values of  the dielectric 

coefficient.     In the present work the absorptivity is computed for the case 

where  the d-c magnetic field is  orientated either parallel  or porpendicular 
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to the  slnb boundaries.    The  absorptivity spectrum as a function of electron 

collision frequency and slab thickness is presented.    The effect of the 

"stop-bands" of a plasma has a very marked effect on the absorptivity and 

radiation spectrum.    In general,  one expects enhanced radirtion around the 

edges of and outside the "stop-bands" as lon^ as the electron oollision 

frequency is not too high.    Sharp boundaries have a marked effect on the 

absprptivity ^ectrum.    For example,  internal reflections from the walla can 

give rise to undulations in tha spectrum.    The effect of various plasma 

parameters such as electron density, magnetic field,  slab thickness and 

electron collision frequency is discussed. 



11.     BLKCTnOMAONKTIC WAVES  IN ANISOTOOPIC PUSMAS 

2.1    Propagation of ElectromapTietic Waves in Anisotropie Plasmas 

In the pr/ sence of a d-c magnetic field a uniform plasma becomes 

anisotropic.    Consequently, the dielectric coefficient of the plasma must 

be described in terms of a tensor quantity,   i.e.  considering a uniform d-o 

ra^r.etic field along the ^-direction, 

K = Kr- JKi = -Jei2       e,i 

\ 0 

\ 
\ 

0 

= I + ^— a (2.1) 

where: K  is the dielectric coefficient with real part Kr and imaginary 

part K^ 

w  is the r-f frequency 

e0  is the permittivity of free spnee 

e^j are the elements of the dielectric tensor and 

I = 

1 0 0 

0 1 0 

0    0    1 

is the unit  tensor,  and 

a      is the conductivity tensor. 

The basic wave equations to solve in the case of an anisotropic, 

homogeneous medium are then: 

Vx Vx E = k'KE 

Vx 7X H = k2 m 
(2.2) 

where: k = 2n/\    is the wave number. 



Since the medium is homogeneous,   no gradients  in the dielectrics  coefficient 

exist.    By expondin^ the above equations in component form it is not too 

difficult  to  obtnin a solution for nn n-m wave propagating in such a median1,2. 

For a plane wave a valid solution in in Henris  of the electric field   of 

the for..i: 

l.l,.-^.*'* (2.3) 

where:    n    is a vector in the direction of propagation of magnitude equal to 

the  refractive  index of the plasma, 

r    is  the  position vector. 

The magnitudo  of  the refractive  index  (n)  of the plasma is related to the 

attenuation constant (a)  and phase constant  (ß)   of  the propagating electro- 

magnetic wave   through: 

i 

jkn =  jkK5 = fa+ jß) (2.4) 

The  .solutions of Enns.  2.2 show1'2'5 that, due to the magnetic 

field (which causes the anisotrorvy),  two solutions for the refractive index 

are possible for any direction of propagation of  the wave in the plasma. 

The plasma thus behaves as a doubly refracting medium.    The characteristics 

of the electromagretic waves in the   ilasma are moat readily obtained for the 

special situations of propagation either along the uniform d-c magnetic 

field or transverse to (across) the magnetic field.    The discussions in 

this report will be limited to these    wo oases. 

(a)    Direction of propagation along the d-c magnetic field. 

In this situation,  the two values for the dielectric constant 

(using Eqns.  2.1-2.3) are 

K = n2=e11±E12 (2.5a) 



The  wave enn bo  shown to consist of two components,   one right-hand circule.rly 

polarized,   the  other left-hand circularly polarized.    The right-hand 

cir^ulnrly polarized (+ sign) corresponds to electron motion transverse to 

the magnetic field line;.    The left-hand circularly polarized wave corres- 

ponds to ion motion transverse to the magnetic field lines.    These two waves 

will be cnllod the electron cyclotron and ion cyclotron waves.    These are 

the two waves responsible for the well known Faraday effect - the rotation 

of plane of polarization of a linearly polarized wave as it propagates through 

p  magneto-ionio medium (see Sec.  2,2). 

(b)    Direction of propaga+ion transverse  to the d-c magnetic field. 

The two possible waves in this case depend upon the orientation 

of  the field components of the electromagnetic field  relative to the  d-c 

magnetic field. 

For the electric vector of the e-m wave parallel to the d-o 

magnetic field    the dielectric constant is: 

K = e33 (2.5b) 

so that the e-m wave is unaffected by the d-c magnetic field. This wave 

shall be termed the ordinary wave since it has the same characteristics as 

a wave travelling in an Isotropie plasma. 

For the magnetic vector of the e-m wave parallel to the d-c 

magnetic field the dielectric constant is givan by: 

K = 
(eU  -eis)(ell +ei8) (2.5c) 

eii 



This wave  is trnnsvorse to the magnetic vector of  the electromagnetic fieM 

but it  is not  entirely transverse  to  the direction uf propagation.    It is 

elliptically polnrized  in the  plane  perpendicular to the H-veotor and con- 

tnins a component of E in the direction of propagntion.    As a result of these 

characteristics this wave shall be onlled the extraordinary wave.    In optics 

these  two types  of waves of differing phase velocities which propagate trans- 

verse to the d-c magnetic field give rise to the Cotton-Mouton effect. 

The normalized attenuation and phase constants for a plane wave 

1 cen be calculated from 

k I (W-Kp) 
1 

(2.6a) 

3 
k J(IKUKP) (2.6b) 

where; 

V+Ki2 

The general phenomena can be illustrated by considering a lossless 

plasma (with collision frequency 1^=0). For a lossless plasma the elements 

of the dielectric tensor become (including ion effects): ' 

I      - 1  -^ 
[1 -wb/a.][l + nb/(ü]     [1 +wb/«][i-nb/a] 

(2.7») 

ei2    =   "   IS3" 
[ 1 - %/o][ 1 + nhM    [ 1 + wb/w] [ 1 - ob/u] 

(2.7b) 

e3,  • l-V^*' (2.7c) 
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where: 0^ = eB,, = ion cyclotron frequency 

= electron cyclotron frequency 

M.  .   Ine 
2   (\ 

P = J—U+MJ  = Pla^ ^eouency 

B0 = d-c magnetic field 

ra c electron mass 

M = ion mass 

e = electronic charge 

n = number density of electrons 

Using these values for the elements of the dielectric coefficient, we can 

calculate frequencies for which the phase constant    ß = 0    i.e. the wave is 

cut off and will not propagate in the plasma and for which the attenuation 

constant    a = ~ ,  i.e.  the wave is completely attenuited  .    For frequencies 

between these two linits the wave cannot propagate in the plasma and thus a 

stop-band exists for these frequencies.    The stop bands depend upon 

orientation of the magnetic field relptive to the wave vector, the strength 

of the d-c magnetic field, the collision frequency,  electron density and 

species of ions in the plasma.    A summary of the stop-regions is given in 

Table 2,1.    If in Taule 2.1,    fib    i-8 se* equal to zero, then the ions are 

considered as stationary and hence their effects on the electromagnetic 

wave are neglected. 

In particular note the effects of the ions, namely: 

(1) low frequency ;,windows" exiat for both the ion cyclotron and extra- 

ordinary waves. 

(2) there will be different bsnd-pass regions corresponding to each species 

of ions.    This is the case if the plasma contains a mixture of different 

iuns (e.g. - high tempernture air). 
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Low frequency 
"windows" 

Stop regions considering electrons only. 

Stop regions considering both electrons and ions. 

Fig.  2.1  - Stop-band regions for a plasma in the presence of 
a d-c magnetic field. 
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A  pictorial rerrosont itlon of the stop-bands for the different 

waves nompnring the regions when electron effects only are considered to 

the region» when  ion effects are  included is  shown in Fig.  2.1. 

The  effect of losses  (i.e.   collisions between the  plasma 

constituents)   on the  propagation of an e-m wave  is  that the cut-off bands 

are not a i  Abrupt,  but the attenuntion increases smoothly.    The highly 

attenuated bands are,   however,   located in approximately the same  regions of 

frequency as  rbove. 

The  terms "stop"  and  "pass" bnnds arc retained  in this report for 

a plasma with collisions,  although these terms have little physical meaning 

when the collision frequency is high (v ~ Wp).    The limits  of  these bands 

are in all  cases  taken to be  those listed in Table 2.1. 

In Table 2,2 are  listed the vilues  of the  reel and  imaginary 

parts of the dielectric coefficient for the various waves.    From these 

expressions  the  propagation constants for lossv plasma cnn be  calculated 

using   Eq.(2.6). 

The  normalized attenuation and phase constants  (a/k and ß/1t) for 

the various waves arc  shown as functions  of  the variables      F = '•'A'    and 

C  = M/«I>_,  in Figs.   2.2 to 2.5.     The particular case  of «bA'p = 2 was thosen 

and ion effects were neglecte'1. 

Fig.   2.2  shows the variation of a/k and ?/k for the electron 

cyclotron wave.    The effect of the    stop-band    is very marked.    The lower 

and upper limits of the stop-band (Fig, 2.1) are respectively    w = w^ 

(F = 2.0)  and    W = wb/2 + Vfwb/2)' + aip
z     (F = 2.MA-).    Clearly,   the plane 

can be divided  into two distinct regions; a "stop"   (the lower right side of 

the plane) and  "pass"  (the upper left side  of the  plaie ^  regions whoae 

boundaries are  the F ■ 2.0 ami  F = 2.^14 contours.    These contours are 
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the  straight lines «A = PA when v/u
v.<<  1  but hecome distorted for larger 

values  of collision frequency.    This arises because the edpes  of the stop- 

bnnds correspond  exactly to Kr = 0 for a collisionless plasma and very 

closely to Kr = 0 for a plasma with a small  collision frequency. 

Note that in the region of, end below the ion cyclotron frequenoy, 

nb (say f < •'0'"4),  ion effects, which have been neglected, become important. 

As F = W/J    ia increased from 10"*   to 10''   (the r-f frequency being well 

below the  plasma frequency)  the normalized attenuation constant ot/k decreases 

by a factor of the  order of 3;  the  attenuation constant a,  however,   increases 

by a  similar factor.     Such low frequency electromagnetic waves propagate 

with very little  attenuation inside a plasma.    However,   since  the normalized 

phase constant, ßA la much larger than unity at these low fre luencies the 

reflections from the plasma boundaries are very high .    Such a wave inside 

a plasma is trapped and constrained to follow the magnetic lines of force 

(for example the "whistler" mode in the upper ataosphere). 

As the r-f frequency of the wave is increased still further 

beyond F = 1   (i.e.   around  the plasma frequency)  the normalized attenuation 

constant increases and as the lower edge of the stop band is approached both 

OL/VL and a increase very rapidly, especially for the low collision frequencies. 

For example, C = w/Wp = lO"3  gives an increase of a factor of 10    in 

attenuation when F = w/w    changes from 1.9 to 2.0.    As tho lower edge of the 

stop-band is passed,   the value of ß/k. and therefore the phase velocity of 

the wave, decreases very rapidly.    Passing through the upper edge of the 

stop-band into the pasr-band (i.e.  above the plasma frequency)  is 

characterized by a violent decrease    of attenuation constant.    Increasing 

the frequency still further has the effect of making the plasma appear as 

a slightly lossy dielectric with a normalized phase constant ßA close to 
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unity and  with a  small  attenuntion. 

Fig.   2.3 shows  tho   propagation constants for the  ion cyclotron 

wave.     Again,  the plane crm be divided  into a stop band and a pass band. 

The boundary between  these  reRions  is P =  .^k fexcept when v ~ wp)f  which 

corresponds to <o = -4,^/2   + V(wl)/2;« + Wp».    A low frequency wave fp « 1) 

propagating  in this mode in a plasma  (nÄglecting ion effects) would experience 

very high nttenuntion and be quidcly damped  out.    For example,  for a collision 

frequency such  that ^ - ^>p -_■ Mf3   the  ion cyclotron wave would experience an 

attenuation a factor of 4.10s   greater than that for the electron cyclotron wave. 

In  the  region of the edge  of tho  stop band  there  is a very rapid decrease  in 

attenuation.    The plasma becomes  transparent to  this wave at a comparatively 

low frequenc.^lower than the  plasma frequency (F = 1), 

Fig,  2.4 shows  the  propaKation constants for the   ordinary wave  in 

the  plasma.     It is somewhat similar in shape  to that of the  ion cyclotron 

wave,   and   since  it also possesses  one low frequency stop-band,  most of the 

previous  remarks apply in this case.     For low r-f frequencies ell the F= w/ww 
P 

contours tend to the line <x/k  = P/k.  Consequently, m this region the plasma 

acts like a metallic conductor (Ki » Kr). The upper edge of the stop band 

is at the plasma frequency (F _ 1.0) since this wave is unaffected by the 

externally applied mngnetic field. 

The presence of two stop and two ppss bands for ^he extra- 

ordinary wave makes the variation of propagation constants rather complicated. 

Consequently, the diagram is separated into two. Fig. 2.5 shows values of 

F = 0 to 1.0 (which includes the lower stop region) and Fig, 2.6 shows values 

Of F - 1.0 to ~ which includes the upper stop region. This division has the 

further advantage that this extraordinary wave can be compared to the other 

wave types rather easily. At the lowest frequencies (again neglecting ion 
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effects) this wave is similar to the ordinary wave. Near the upper edge of 

the lower stop band it behoves rather like the ion cyclotron wave. For both 

these waves this boundary occurs at w = -Wb/2 +V(a)b/2)
2+ Wp8 (F = .M^) and 

their attenuation and phase constants are similar in this region. Above 

F = 1 the extraordinary wave behaves much like the electron cyclotron wave. 

The only mo.ior difference is that the lower ed«;e of the upper stop band is 

now at w = Vwp+u^ (f = 2.236) rather than at w = uj, (F = 2.0). 

2,2 Faraday Rotation 

Faraday   rotation or the rotation of  'he plane  of polarization of a 

linearly polrrized wave  propog-ting  in a  plasma in a direction parallel   to 

un applied d-c niagnetic  field,  mentioned  in the  previous section,  will  in 

the   sequel be derived and applied  to the  case of e-m waves in ionospheric and 

re-entry plasmas.     As previously shown,   two values  of the dielectric coefficient 

are  possible depending whether the wpve  is ripht-hand or left-hand circularly 

polarized.    The rhsse velocities for these two waves,  the electron cyclotron 

and  the Ion cyclotron wave,  are ^iven by: 

vp = cA,/2 . o/(t(, i ^V12 (2.8) 

where:    c   is the velocity of light. 

Thus  the right-hand wave will have,   in the  plasmt,  an attenuation 

constant (a_) and a phase constant  (ß. ),  while  the left-hand wave will have 

an attenuation constant  («♦) and phase constant (ß,) where 

«T   +  Jß-   =  jVvp =  jkCe,,  t  e,,)1'2 (2.9) 

As is well known, a linearly polarized wave con be split up into 

two contra-rotating ellipticolly polarized wavei. Thus a plane wave linearly 
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polarized along the x-direction (and  propagating in th«  z-direction) can bs 

written*: 
Ex - JEy      Ex + jEy 

Ex =  2  *        2        = E"   + ^* 

where E.  = 

1« 

Ex    lEy corresponding to a right hand elliptioally 

2 polarized wave since Ey/&x = -J. 

ET + j?:v corresponding to a left hand elliptioally 
* j^ 

2 polarized wave since Ey/Ex = j. 

Due to the different phase velocities of the two (right-hand and 

left-hand) circularly polarized waves, the plane of polarization of the 

resulting linearly polarized wr.ve is rotated as the -ava propagates in the 

plasma. At any point z in the plasma the right-hand polarized wpve (assuming 

initial circular polarization so that: Ex = Ey = E) is: 

E, ^d^e-O-^M* (2.10a) 

Similarly,  the left circularly polarized wave is: 

E.   =|-(1+ j)e-(a* + JMz (2.10b) 

It is assumed that at the pc.int z = 0 in the plasma, the electric vector of 

the wave was linearly polarized along the x-axis and of amplitude E0, 

For a lossless plasma (a. = a+ = 0) or for a plasma where the 

attenuation constants for both waves are approximately the same (a. = at), 

the resulting wave in the plasma is given by: 

¥[(1-jy#-Z+(l+j)e-j3^}-af    (2.11) 

• The convention chosen here is more ».atural in terms of the wave rotation but 

is opposite to that adopted in many optics books such as for example: Born and 

Wolf - "Principles of Optics" Pergaraon Press (1959) pp.29. 
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This can be expanded in terms of trigonometric functions and rt»al 

and iraaKinpry parts separated. 

The tangent of the angle (9)  through which the wave has been 

rotated is given by 

(«1, ♦«,.)*-(•„-«t.)^ (2.12) 

For a lossless plasma (v  = 0)  and neglecting the effects of the 

ions: 

eM-*u      1  "  »T (1 - wb/w) (2.13) 

so that the Faraday rotation angle can be readily computed. 

For the case of weak gyrotropy (w^ << i») and for r-f frequencies 

above the plasma frequency (w > uJ)t  the Faraday rotation angle is given by: 

The Faraday rotation depends on the d-c magnetic field, electron 

density in the plasma and the distance of propagation of the wave in the 

medium.    For the case of weak fields and lossless media the Faraday rotation 

is directly proportional to the d-c magnetic field strength and the plasma 

electron density. 

A linearly polarized wave    traversing the ionosphere or the 

ionized plasma sheath of a hypersonic re-entry vehicle may experience a 

Faraday rotation due to the earth's magnetic field.    These effects have 

been investigated and are shown in ^ig. 2.7.    A value of the earth's magnetic 
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field of  .4 p6U33 is assumed.    The component of the earth's magnetic field 

parallel to the direction of propapotion will in general be less,  and so 

the curves give larger ^nlues than would be encountered in practice, except 

near the magnetic poles.    For the ionosphere,  an electron density of 

3 x 106   electrons/cm3  has been assumed.    As can be seen the Faraday rotation 

may b:. appreciable depending on the r-f frequency and the plasma (ionosphere) 

properties. 

The shock ^ront of a re-entry vehicle has a much higher electron 

density*' and therefore higher plasma frequency.    The assumed electron density 

for the  plasma sheath computations was  5 * 10    electrons/cm    which might 

correspond to the electron density along the side aC the vehicle or in the 

wake.     Near the  stagnation region the electron density will be much higher 

and may be iO^/cm3     or more .    As a result,  the Faraday rotetipn will 

decrease.    This is due to the fact that foi» Faradr- rotation to occur ehe r-f 

frequency must be above  the plasma frequency    or else one of the waves, the 

ion cyclotron.will not propagate  .    Thus, Eqn.  2.1/). can be written: 

Since;    Up/w must be less  t^an unity, S will decrease as the ratio Wb/Wp 

decreases,  or alternately as Wp is increased.    From Fig.  2.7 it can be 

concluded  that Faradny rotetion will be negligible for a signal propagated 

through the shock front of a re-entry vehicle. 

Faradry rotation of a radio signal passing through the ionosphere 

due to the earth's magnetic field has proven a problem in high altitude 

vehicle telemetry.    The difficulty is  surmounted by the use of circularly 

polarized antenna systems.    The Faraday rotation principle has been used to 
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Fig.  2.7    Faraday rotation duo to earth's magnetic field. 
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give a raensure of the total electron concentrtition in the ionosphere5'23. 

One  system requires  the muon to act as a reflector for a signal from earth. 

The ecno is rotated due to  its double passage through the  ionosphere.    It 

is possible that this principle may also be used to probe other magnetised 

plasmas, for example, the  sun's corona. 

Tie Paradpy  rotatlaK !,_i uusn ^o^-I   Lo  stadv   uio decay of discharge 

plasmas  in ran^netic fields   .    The  rotation of  the p'.ane of polarization can 

be readily measured and related to the electron density. 

Many ferrite microwave devices use the Faraday rotation principle. 

These devices include isolators, which introduce a high attenuation to waves 

in one direction only due  to the  fact that the rotation is in the same sense 

irrespective  of  the direction of propagation.     Gas discharge  isolators, 

gyrators, attenuators and phase shifting devices are also possible. 

2•3    Non-linear Interaction of Electromagretic Waves in a Plasma 

In addition to ihe effect a plasma has on the properties of a 

propagnting electrompgnetic wove,   the wave  itself,   if  the electric field 

strength  is   sufficiently great,   can alter the  plasma and hen-e  in turn its 

own characteristics.    For completeness these effects will also be discussed 

in this report. 

Thus,  two electromagnetic waves travelling through an ionized 

region may under certain conditions interact in such a way that a modulation 

imposed on one  of them becomes transferred to the othsr.    This effect is 

termed the "wave-interaction" or "Luxembourg effect" because the first 

observptions of the effect were made with a set of radio waves interacting 

in the ionosphere and sent out from thr broadcasting station at Luxembourg. 

The effect has also been observed in the laboratory by Anderson and Goldstein''. 
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This effect la qualitatively similar whether the plasma is magneto-active or 

not and for simplicity,  magnetic fields will be neglected in the discussion. 

For this  interaction to trke place the electromagnetic properties 

of the medium must be a ron-linear function of  the amplitude of the electro- 

magnetic energy propagating through it.    This condition can be satisfied in 

a plasma since  the dielectric  properties of  the   plasma are  strong functions 

of the electron collision frequency.    As an e-m wave trnvels in a plasma it is 

generally attenuated.    The absorption of this energy results in an increase of 

the  collision frequency and a change  in the attenurtion and phase constants of 

the plasran.     If the- amplitude  of the  incident wave  is  periodically varied,  the 

tempernture  of  the  electrons follows in step and the absorption of the 

wanted wave also varies periodically.     In this manner the modulation of the 

interactinr wave becomes  superimposed  on the wnnted wave. 

One  should also note  that the  non-linenrity associated with the 

dependence  of the effective collision frequency on the field strength of a 

strong radio wave will  affoct the  proparntion of this wave in the plasma. 

That  is to say,   the wave  suffers a form of self-distortion or "self-effect" 

when the wave  is not modulated and  a  form of self modulrtion if the wave  is 

modulated. 

In addition to  the effects there  is another type  of effect,  which 

can occur for a wave rronagating in a non-uniform plasma or in any mafneto- 

plesma and is due  to the dependence  of the electron concentration of the 

plasma on the field strength associated with the electromagnetic wave.    A 

simple quantitative explanetion of these  phenomena  is now presented. 

(a)    "Cro33-Modu''.ation" and Self Effects 

An electromaTietic wave  propafftinf in a plasma,   in which the real 

part of the conductivity is finite, will be attenuated.    The nttenuption is 
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due to the absorption of power from the wave by the ols ctrons whose kinetic 

energy is increased. The electrons, in turn, lose some cf their energy by 

collisions with the plasma constituents (neutral particles, ions, electrons). 

In this way, the plasma tends to attain an equilibrium temperature for all 

the species. If one considers an average electron, then the change of 

electron energy, u, with time will depend on the difference between the 

energy absorbed by each electron per unit time from the electromagnetic 

wave, Pe, and the enerey lost by the electrons due to collisions with the 

other gas species. Thus the energy equation becomes 

|H + ^(u-üg) =pe (2.16) 

where:    v    i3 the frequency of electron collisions with gas molecules and 

ions. 

^    is the fractional energy loss per collision for electron-atom and 

electron-ion collisions. 

Ug is the average energy of the gas molecules and ions (assumed equal). 

Considering the right-hand side of the equation the power per unit 

area carried by a plnne wave as it travels in the z-direction is, according 

to Eqn.(2.3) and the Poynting theorem: 

P = P0e-2az =lRe(E xH*)  =lMl (2.17) 

where: P,,  is the incident power per unit area and Z is the characteristic 

impedance of the plasm», very nearly equal to Z0, the character- 

istic free space impedance. Hence the power absorbed in a unit 

cross-section of thickness dz is: 

dP = -2aP dz (2.18) 



This element of volume of plasma contains ndz electrons, so that the average 

energy, P8| per second absorbed by each electron is: 

For a slightly ionized plasma (w2 >> 6)1 jw2 » w2) the attenuation constant a is 

a = rjf JL 
\ u J     2c (2.20) 

Hence  the average  energy absorbed by each electron per second can be written 

according to Eqn.(2.18)(2.20) and  (2.19) 

^=Ö-JlE|2 (2.21) 

Note that if the electric field of the wnve (E) is a function of time, then 

the energy absorbed by each electron ((?e) is also a function of time. 

In order to determine the vnrintion of collision frequency with 

time, it is necessary to relate the electron energy, u, to the collision 

frequency. Assuming that the electron energy is proportional to the square 

of the average collision frequency. Then 

u ~-  A"2 (2.22) 

where; A is a constant when a constant meem free path is assumed. 

Using 5qns. (2.21) and (2.22) Kqn. (2.16) becomes in terms 

of the collision frequency 

S4^-0=ÄM2 (2.23) 

where: Ug = Af2 and 1^ is the collision frequency in the absence of the 

applied external wave. 
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Consider now a modulated wove travelling in the plasma with its 

electric field desoribftd by 

E =E0(1+ Mcospt) (2.24) 

where:    M    is the percentage modulation 

p    is  the modulstion frequency 

Equation (2.23) may be solved if one assumes that the variations of 

the collision frequency due to the impressed wave are not very great (this is 

always true in the ionosphere, for example,  since the field strengths applied 

to the  ionosphere are  small,  even with the most powerful  radio transmitters). 

Then the  factor (v* ~ »D  can be written as 

v2-vl  = (V+v0){v.u0) S 2V0(V~V0) (2.25) 

and Eqn.   (2.23) becomes 

^V^ * ^("-"J =|äv(l+Mcospt) (2.26) 

The steady state solution of this equation is 

e2B^ 1    F M "1 
V"0   =2S£Ä   'I^L1   * TU (pAoE))"*   so^Pt-^J (2.27) 

where:    $ = tan'VpA1') 

Eqn„(2.27) determines the change of collision frequency in time 

due to the modulated weve and hence the change in attenuation of any other 

wave passing through the same region of plasma. 
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(b)    Effeet of Field on Electron Concentration 

Fur a wove propapnting in a non-uniform plasma or in a uniform 

anisotropio plasma,  the electric field associated with the wave is,  in 

general,  not divergenceless 9'1   i.e. VE/O.    This field is  then not purely 

transverse to the direction of Propagation but has a component of the 

electric vector in the direction of rropagftLion.     Such an electric field 

will  produce an electron charge gradient parallel  to the wave front which 

varies  periodically at the  Periodicity of  fche  travelling wave.     It will thus 

give rise  to  non-uniformities  in the  plasma.    For a wave  in such a medium 

V ' E = pAe (2.28) 

where:    p    is  the charge density, 

and  in a non-uniform medium or a -iniform anisotropio medium, 

p  = eAN (2>29) 

where:    AN    is the change in electron concentration. 

Thus  the effect of  the non-uniformity or anisotropy of the plasma 

can be considered as a chanpe  in electron concentration,  which depends on 

the electric field since 7 • D ■ 7. e0KE = 0 then 

lo  v .Z en    E • VK AN = ^2- V . E 
e e (2.30) 

The change in electron concentration due to the wave results in a 

change in the dielectric coefficient by an equivalent amount9'1 (considering 

collisionf)• 

AK = —!— • ^1 . JW _ _ JL . E' Vff 1 ...... ^      > 
K 

jwe0     m    vl jw " Si      *    ' u ~ jv (2.31) 
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For a plane eTIiptlcnlly polnrized wave of the form 

l-(Sft + Ä,).^V^a^ (2.3,) 

-♦ 
where:    n    is a vector in the direction of propagation of magnitude equal to 

the refrnctive  index of the plasma. 

r    is the position vectnr. 

V.E . -Mn-E«* jn.EbJeJWt .-^«^ (2.33) 

Note that AN depends on the components of the field in the direction 

of propagation (n). 

Only for the extraordinary wave is V«E / 0 and this is the only 

wave with a component of the electric vector in the direction of propagation. 

For simplicity, let the directio- of propagation of the extraordinary wave 

be along the z direction (magnetic vtcto: of the extraordinary wave along 

the x-direction). Then Eqn, (2.53) gives: 

V.E s -Jknz Ez (2.3if) 

The ellipticity of the extraordj^ary wave is defined as the ratio 

of the electric field in the direction of propagetion to the electric field 

transverse to the direction of propagation. 

The wave equation becomes 

i[ (ny
2 - E, , )EZ - (^ny* je12)Ey]  + j[nzny - je12 )EZ + (nE*-e11)Ey]   « 0 

and it follows that 

so that from Eqn,  (2.34) 

i4 = -J f1* (2,55) 

V.E = -knz |"-Ey (2.36) 
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HönC9 M - _ fi lcnz £1^ E (2 „) 
N   -      eN Knz f,,   hy V«»W 

The change in electron concentration thus depends on the dieleotric 

coefficient tensor and is linear with respect to the field.    The other three 

waves considered in section 2.1,   the ordinary,  and the cyclotron waves do not 

exhibit this effect since they do not have a coroponent of electric field in 

the direction of propagation. 
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III.     KUXTnOMAGWETIC RADIATION  FROM PLASMAS 

3.1     Introduction 

In this sootion bhe radintion s-nectrum from an anisotropic plasma 

is derived from its electromnpnetic properties. This approach is based on a 

generel formulRtion of Kirchhoff's law for the energy radiated by a body. 

Rytov      and Levin      have shown that the emissivo power of a body 

at a frequency a)  is given by 

" 2vK PW=^TTA<, (3.1) 

where:    A^,   is  the power absorptivity of the body (an absorptivity of unity 

corresponds  tc  a black body). 

K    is Boltzraann's constant, 

T    is  the temperature  of the body and 

A    the free-space wavelength, 

Pw  is the radiated power per unit frequency interval,  per unit solid 

angle,  per unit surface area for a given polarization. 

This general  expression is valid for arvy degree  of absorptivity while the 

other form of Kirchhoff's law, £u = aw IoW  (where Iow is the black body 

intensity of rndiation, eu and a^ are emissivity and absorption coefficients, 

respectively,  of ttie body) describes the equilibrium radiation within the body, 

and is only valid for small values of absorption coefficient, aw.    The 

equilibrium radiation spectrum of a body can then be predicted from the 

apectrura of the absorptivity.    The absorptivity, A^, is defined as the 

fraction of energy absorbed by a body when a plane polarized electromagnetic 

10 11   12 wave is  incident upon it,  and is given by    *     ' 
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^ m    /YfRe(.T.^)dv (3#2) 

/s^Tle(T?ixHi*)ds 

-» -♦ 
where;    J and I ere the current density fnd the eleotrio field in -ehe body 

due to an incident electromagnetic field (E^ and Hi)  on the body.    The 

numerrtor which represents the energy absorbed by the body and dissipated 

as joule losses can in principle be deduced from the electromagnetic 

properties of the body.    The denominator is the energy incident on the body. 

The evaluation of A^ from       Eqn.     (3.2) is a boundary-value problem which 

9 11 has only been solved for very simple geometries  '     .    Such 6 solution would 

be even more complicated for anisotropic and inhoraogeneous bodies. 

Using a simple model,  the radintion spectrum for a plasma in 

equilibrium in a constant d-c magnetic field win be derived.    The plasma 

geometry of a slab, whoso dimensions «re infinite along the x-y axis 

(Fig.   3.1) arai of thickness d along the z axis,  is chosen.    This configura- 

tion of plasma permits diffraction effects, which are important when the 

plasma dimensions are not much greater than the wavelength of the radiation, 

to bo neglected.     It is assumed thnt the plasma is  in thermal equilibrium 

arei the electron density is uniform throughout the plasma,  implying infinitely 

sharp boundaries. 

Propagation in an anisotropic plasma in any direction can, using 

Maxwell's equations, be analyzed into the propagation of two wnves, whose 

properties are a function of the orientation and magnitude of the magnetic 

field.    For mathematical   simplicity orientations of magnetic field,  parallel 

to and perpendicular to the direction of propagation are chosen.    The 

resulting waves are the electron and ion cyclotron wrves for propagation along 
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the maj-notic field ant the ordinary ond extra-ordimry waves for proT)agir:ion 

trnnsverse to  the magnetlo field (see  section 2,1), 

The  power absorptivity Aui may be expressed as 

A« -1 - |r|a- |T|2 (3.3) 

where:     |r|2   and  |T|
2
  are the refleotivily and transmissivity respectively 

of a plane wave incident normally on the slab surface.     |r|2  and |T|
2
  are 

evaluated by matching at the boundaries the incident and transmitted field» 

with fields in the plasma.    In this way interval reflections of the e-m 

waves within the  plasma are taken into account.    Since only normal incidence 

is considered nothing can be deduced about the radiation incident at angle 

other than normal  to the surface. 

The effect of varying the electron collision frequency and the 

thickness of the  slab are both investigated and shown to chnnge the radiation 

spectrum radically.    The effect of sharp bcundaries, which give rise to 

undulaticns in the  spectrum are discussed.    The effects of changing the 

electron density and the magnetic field are also examined. 

5.2    Absorptivity 

Let a plane electromagnetic wave be normally incident on the 

plasma slab with its E-vector along the x-axis (as in Fig. 3.1). On the 

free-space side of the first plasma boundary,  the fields nre: 

Exi = E0  e^"^2 Ey = EZ -0 

(3A) 
y1      Z0    - Z0  

e Hx - Hy = 0 
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where:   Z0  = ——-^    is the free-space impedance 

e0 is the parmittivity of froo-space. 

ß0 is the permeability of free-space. 

y is the propagation constant in free-spoce. 

y0 = jk   where k ■ 2ir/K (A, is the wavelength). 

If an amplitude reflection coefficient ro   j3 defined for the 

boundary 1-2 (see Pig,   3.1)  then the reflected plane rave may be expressed as: 

(3.5) 

V ='  z0   
e 

Hence the total fields in region 1 are given, from (3i.4) and (3.5) by 

V^^Toe^2 

H
iy " z0 

e Vo».ref
y»»" 

(3.6a) 

as 

Similarly, the waves in the plasma (region 2) can be expressed 

^.^.-[.^♦r,^] 

H2yS
E
te^|e^ [e^..rl9v«] 

(3.6b) 

where: T,     is the amplitude reflection coefficient for the waves incident 

at boundary 2-3 and 

Z =   —J  = & (3.7a) 
I VK 
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Z is  the  plasma charftnt.firi stic  impedance where K is  the dielectric coefficient 

of the  plasma.     The   permeability, V,  of the  plasma is assumed equal to unity. 

Further 

y  =  JkK *   = a + ß (3.7b) 

y  is the nropapntion constant of the waves  in the plasma,    a and ß are 

functions  of the dielectric  coefficient. 

The wave travellin^ from left to right in region 3 is given by 

E3X = ToVoO^ e-y°z 

(3,8) 
H      - T   ia.«JWt e"Voz 

where: T0 is tho amplitude transmission coefficient for the waves incident 

on boundary 1 and tronsmitted through boundary 3. 

Now matching the fields at boundary 1-2 (a = 0) gives, from 

Eqns. (3.6a) and (5.6b) 

E0(i+r0) = 1,(1+r1) 

l^d-To) -%.(i-r,) 

At boundary 2-3 (z = d) from (3.6b) and (3.8) it is found that 

El(e-yd + l>
yd).T0E0e-yod 

|.(e-yd-r,eyd)  =^e-yod 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

Solving Eqns, (3.9) and (3.10) for T0 and ro as a function of 

Z  and yd yields 
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-V d     i 1/7.       7 \ —I "' 
T0e    0    =    ooah yd + ^ i ^- + ^.jsinh yd (3,11) 

To   = 
Ki-^)3inhyd 

coshyd + l^A + ^jtinhyd 
(3.12) 

From Eqri»,   (3.7a) and (5.^)^ the ratios of the oharaoteristio 

impedance of the plasma and of free space are: 

£=|-J| (3.13) 

Zfl. - ^(ß + ip- (3.10 

The factors in Eqns. (3.11) and (3.12) involving the character- 

istic impedance can be replaced by expressions nhioh are functions of the 

propagation parameters by the following substitutions: 

IJ- - |- = 2(L+JM) (3.15) 

and 

where 

|-+ ^-= 2fr+.iQ) (3.16) 

B (k^a'+ß2) n   1 (k' - a2 - ß2) P = 2k   Wl & Q = 2k ^ «'+ h     ' 

6 " 2k   <x4+ P 
M = 2k   a^Z ß" 

The power transmissivity is given by the product of the amplitude 

transmission coefficient and its complex conjugate. Equations (3.1l), and 

(3.16) yield after some manipulation 
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|T|2.Te"ycd.T*.e-yod = T-T* 
(3.17) 

' (r2* Q2)(sinh2ad+ sin^ßd)-^ PPco^had sinhad + BÜnHFSJ* C032pd^ 2QainPdco3ßd 

Similarly from (5.12)  (3f1.'3) and (5.16) the expression for the reflectivity is 

given by 

(3.18) 

(^ + Q1 )(sinh2ad+ sinzßd) ^ 2Pco5h ad sinh ad - 2Q3in ßd cos ßd + sinhzad + cos2ßd 
|r|2  „ _(L2.>.M

2)(sinh2a(:.).sin2ßd) 

which leads, from Sqn.(5.3),  to the  relation for the absorptivity 

(3.19) 
A    = 1  .    ___^ 1 -^(L^M^fsinh'ad-t-si^ßd)  

(P2 + Qi:)(sinh2ad + sin2ßd)+ 2Pcosh ad sinh id+ sinhzad + cos2ßd - 2Qsin ßd cosßd 

This relation Rives the absorptivity of a uniform plasma slab for 

an incident plane eleotromaRnetio wave in terms  of the electroraagretic 

properties and thickness of the plasma, 

Eqn.(3.19)  is cumbersome to evaluate.    However,  simple approximations 

are possible for both high and low r-f frequencies relative to the plasma 

frequency and electron cyclotron frequency (i.e. w << Wp, oi << wb). 

(a)    High Frequency Approximation 

At high frequencies where (w/v)2  >>  1  and (w/wp)2 >>, 1 f  (w/w^)2  » 1 

and where a»p is of the same order of magnitude as Wj,, the expression for the 

absorptivity is 

^ = 1 - U2ad.12W (3-20) 

Further, for a tenuous plasma 

Aw S 2ad S ii d (wpA)2        (ad « 1) (3.21) 
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For an opaque  plasma 

Aw =  —;: (ad »  1) (3.;72) 
Wp + ■</2uv 

The intermediate steps for these expressions are tabulated in Table 3.1.    Note 

that for the tenuous plasma the absorptivity is directly proportional to the 

thickness of the slab and  the collision frequency and inversely proportional 

to frequency squared.    This implies that the radiation spectrum (Eqn. 3.1) 

is independent of frequency in the regions where self-absorption is negligible, 

as predicted by Dellis    ,    In addition, it should be noticed that in the high 

frequency limit the plasma is essentially isotropic, and the expression for 

A^  is essentially independent of orientation of magnetic field. 

(b)    Low Frequency Approximations 

At low frequencies the plasma remains anisotropic and hence the 

absorptivity at different directions to the magnetic field does not lead to 

the same value as wrs the case for the high frequency region.    The absorptivity 

as given by ennstion (5.1^) using appropriate approximations is listed below. 

The  intermediate steps are tabulated in Table 3.1. 

The low frequency assumptions are 

^ » ' $)' » ' ©' » - 
Wp and wb are  of the  same  order of magnitude. 

(0    Absorptivity pnrnllel  to the magnetic field. 

(a)    Electron Cyclotron Wave.    When the plasma is thin and appears tenuous 

to this wave 
v/ii)v 

Aft, = —*-  (ad « 1) (3.23) 
"M     f fly *    — 
^c     Vv da,p+ W

P 
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Note that the absorptivity for very low frequencies is independent 

of frequency (when «r. << 1) for this wave. As will be shown this is also true 

for the other wrves considered here. 

When the plasma is very thick and the condition ad >> 1 holds, 

^ =   J-S      (ad » 1) (3.24) 

A'u)h ( 1 + —£-■) 

From Table 3.1 it is clear that tha attenuation coefficient, o, 

is small so that physically Tlqn. (3.24) represents the case of 

n very thick slab. It can be seen that as the frequency w tends to zero Aw 

tends to zero as W , This result is somewhat surprising since it indicates 

that at very low frequencies the absorptivity of a thin slab may bo larger 

than that for a thick one. The absorptivity of a very thick plasma (ad >> 1) 

is independent of d since all the energy which penetrates the first boundary 

is absorbed. These remarks also apply to the other waves as will be shown. 

(b) Ion Cyclotron Wave. When the plasma appears tenuous 

^ , VJ^S.      (ad « 1) (3.25) 
"pd    /«bV _c_  v_ 
to + * Wz  d(Jp * Up 

This  is identical with that for the  electron cyclotron wa/e.    When the 

plasma appears opaque 

A^ = 2Vü7w^ .y/wp (od »   1) (5.2,'0 

The absorptivity for the ion cyclotron wave (neglecting ion effects) also 

decreases as w1'2 and in this case is directly proportional to the electron 

collision frequency. 
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(2)    Absorptivity trsrisverse to the nu^nptlc field. 

(a)    Ordinary Wave.    When the plasma appears tenuous 

A^S 2(aA)(«d) VdAc 

[1 + (o/k)(ad)] z     r 

2i'c 

(ad «  1) (3.27) 

Clearly,   the absorptivity is again independent of frequency and if considered 

2l'c 
as a function of d has a maximuTi for d = 7—-?■ . 

When the plasma is opaque 

^ ' U NM.A)' t"d>>,) (3.J8) 

ki) = 
2V(ji7 

Wp + V2wi/ 

The absorptivity again decreases aa the frequency is lowered. 

(b)    Extraordinary Wave.    When the plasma appears tenuous 

h> = 
Mp'd 

1   + 
a)p2d 
21*0 

L£\Z 
(ad « 1) 

and 

Au 
2J2Ün> (ad »   1) 

(3.29) 

(3.30) 
wp + 2y<ov 

The so two expressions are identical  to those obtained for the ordinary wave. 

(c)    Effect of Boundaries on the Absorptivity Spectrum. 

If the free-space—plasma interface has a very small reflection 

coefficient,  implying a good match between free  space and the  plasma,  the 

absorptivity,  is simply unity less  the transmissivity (Bqn.   3.3).     If, on 



the other hand, the reflection coefficient is large there i3 a bad mismatch 

and the absorptivity ib always small since little energy can penetrate the 

plasma. 

Another effect which is likely to modif/ ehe atsorptivity spectrum 

is that due to multiple internal reflections of fie energy between the 

boundariot of the slab. If one examines the general solution Eqn.(3.19) for 

A<j it is noted that for a continuous change in the slab thickness, d, the 

functions sin ßd and cos ßd will go through  minimum and  mejtimura values 

every time ßd goes through an intorral number of 7T/2, Thus, it is exnected 

that these functions will pive rise to undulntions in the value of absorptivity 

as function of the slab thickness. A similar effect will take place if 

instead of varying the slab thickness one studies the frequency spectrum. 

In this case as w is varied ß also chnnges and ßd may become equal to an 

integral number of v/2.    This effect may be examined in a more quantitative 

manner as follows. 

Consider the case where ßd = mr (n an integer) and let A^ denote 

the absorptivity where ßd = HTT, Eqn. (3.19) becomes 

A   [P2-t- Q2 - l/- M2 4 1] tanh2ad 4 2r tanhad ^t s<\ 
" "    fr* + Q^ ) tanh2ad + 2P tanhad + 1 U» Jl J 

If (ßA)2 ■*> ^aA)2 and if OA' is not dose to unity undulntions in the 

spectrum arc to be expected as long as ad is less than unity; since then the 

wave can be reflected many times before being completely attenuated. 

Equation (5.31) then reduces to 

, ^ 2tanh ad 1^+tanh ad ) /, -,n\ 
** = —IteraTTT» (3-32) 

Consider next the casej where ßd      (n + ^V    (n an integer).    Let    An    be the 
3 
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absorptivity whore  this condition holds.    For this case 

An  = 1^> ^"
L2
-.M

2
)  j 2P tanhad   * 2tfinh2ad-1 ,.  ,  . 

* TP+ Wl + 2P tanhad+ tanh2ad (3.33; 

Again,   if  (ßA)2   »   («A)''   Eqn,.   (3.33) becomes 

A, en    gglnhad 2tanhad 
ä      (Pcoshad + sinhad )  " P + tanhad (3.3;!) 

An estimate of the amplitude of  the undulations may be made by considering 

the  ratio of An  to AT/2.    Assuming that ad and P are the sane value for both 

Air and Aff/2,   then from Eqns.(3.32)  and  (3.33) 

A   /A« (P-t-tanhad )2 

A7r/A£ "  (Ptanhad^ 1 )g (3.35) 

P^   UiM. 
20A 

Since  (1 - P/k)2   is always greater than or equal   to zero 

1 * (ßA)2 n 2(ßA) 

Consequently, P is always > 1. 

Since tanh ad is never greater than unity ther An/An t\.    The 
a 

absorptivity spectrum will, therefore, go through a maximum when ßd = mr 

and a minimum when ßd = (n + |)ir. The amplitude of the undulations is a 

function of (ßA) and ad. 

3.3 The Absorptivity Spectrum 

The absorptivity spectrum has been computed (using Eqn. 3.19) 

as a function of normalized frequency (a)/aip) for a uniform d-c magnetic 

field both along the direction of propagation and transverse to the direction 
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of propagation. Four spectrn result,corresponding to the four possible waves 

discussed enrlior; the dielectric coefficient for each wave being listed in 

Table 2.2. The effect of electron density and collision frequency on t^.e 

absorptivity was investigated by computing a set of curves for a fixed 

plasma thickness (d/Xp = 2.5) and values of f/wp ranging from 10'3 to 1 

(Figs. 3.2-3.5). The variation of absorptivity with plasma thickness was 

for a value of v/n^ =10'*   and values of d/Xp ranging from 0.05 to - 

(Pigs. 3.6-5.9). In all cases a constant value of w^/w- ■ 2 was chosen. 

(Ap is defined as the wavelength corresponding to the plasma frequency and 

is hence a measure of electron density in the plaama). 

The main characteristic of the results is that the «bsorptivities 

have a maximum just outside the edges of the stop-bands (as indicated) except 

for very high collision frequencies (v s Up) and very low thickness (d « Ap). 

Another characLeristic is the presence of undulations in the absorptivity 

spectrum. These undulations are caused by internal reflections from the slab 

boundaries. A further charactoristic is that the absorptivity of a very thin 

slab is often greater than that of an infinite slab at very low frequencies. 

This effect;which cannot be predicted on the basis of the geometrical optics 

theory^seems to appear as a result of a solution based on a more exact 

boundary value treatment, in any case,for a plasma slab small compared with 

the wavelength of the radiation the concept of ray tracing pannot be applied. 

In any practical case th*  total absorptivity of an anisotropic 

plasma slab in a direction normal to its boundaries is a combination of the 

absorptivities of the two possible waves in this direction. For example, if 

the externally applied magnetic field B0 is along the direction of propagation 

(Fig. 3.1e.) the absorptivities of the electron (Ae) and ion (A^) cyclotron 

waves must be combined. 
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Fip. 3.6 Absoi-ptivity s-^otnim of electron cyclotron wave for vorioua 
slab thicknossas. 
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The linearly polarized uniform piano wave carrying unit    power1 

considered  in the first  section cm be regarded as  two equal amplitude 

circularly polarized waves rotating in opposite directions.    One of these 

circularly polarized waves is the electron cyclotron and the other the ion 

cyclotron wave.    Since each wave carries half the power the absorptivity is 

the raeai of A0    and Aj.,  i.e. 

f\ - i(Ae + Ai) 

Similarly, when the applied magnetic field is perpendicular to 

the direction of propagatiun the total absorptivity is the mean of the 

absorptivity of the ordinary wave and extraordinary waves if a randomly 

polarized  incident wave  is used. 

(a)    Variations  in absorptivity spectrjm 

(1)    Low Absorptivity  in Stop-Band 

For a loss-less plasma (v a 0)  the stop-bands are a region where the 

phase constant  (ß/k)  become?     rero  implying that no propagation can occur. 

The  term "stop-band"  for a plasma which has a small but finite number of 

collisions (V « Wp)   implies a region where the normalized phase constant 

(PA) drops very rapidly.    It has little meaning when the collision frequency 

is high (v ~ Wp).     Senerally one expects enhanced absorptivity  just outside 

a stop-band,   since  (F'/k)   is not very different from unity and most of the 

energy penetrates  the first boundary and is absorbed due to the high 

attenuation constant,  a. 

In the stop-bands the plasma is badly matched to free-space 

(ß^c not close to unity) resulting in a large reflection from the first 

boundary and low absorptivity since little energy enters the plasma. 
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(2)    gffeob of Electron Colllaion Frequency 

In Koneral, a high collision frequency implies a very lossy 

plasma and high absorptivity over the whole spectrum.    A low collision 

frequency implies n bod mismatch to free space in the stop-banda ard  there- 

fore  very low absorptivity in this ropion.    Over the rest of Hie spectrum 

the absorp  :.on path length, «d,  is small and decreases as the electron collision 

frequency decroases,   implying low absorption. 

For example,  at the centre of the stop-bnnd ß/k = .06 for the 

electron cyclotron wave when U/fcp = lO'2.    Decreasing the oollision frequency 

by a factor of 10 to »/Wp = lO"3  reduces ßA to  .006 implying a much higher 

ref1ection. 

The  power reflection coefficient from the first boundary is given 

b/ 

(1 + ß/R)^ + («A) 

The energy which does penetrate the' first boundary is, however 

all absorbed in its first passape through the »lab since ad is very large 

(~ 100-200)  in the examples considered above. 

(3)    Effect of Slab Thickness 

For an infinite plasma slab at frequencies greater than both the 

plasma frequency and the electron cyclotron frequency the aosorptivity of a 

plasma increases as the slab thickness, until the absorptivity is practically 

unity. This means that the reflectivity is practically zero and the trans- 

missivity is zero. For a thinner slab at these high frequencies the 

ibsorptivity decreases since the absorption path length, ad, decreases. At 

frequencies slightly below both the plasma and electron cyclotron resonances 
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the absorptivity also increases with slab thickness.    At very low frequencies, 

however,  this theory gives some anomalous results.    It appears that the 

absorptivity of a thin slab is very much greater than that of an infinite 

one.    Also,  tne characteristic maxima at the stop-bands are modified or 

disappear. 

(h)    Effect of Eloctron Density and Mapnetic Field 

The effect of changing electron density is to change the plasma 

frenuency  in accordance with the relation 

2       ne2 j 2rrc U
TI    - rr—     or     AT, =  P        eom p      Wp 

The absorptivity curves (Pig«,  3.2 to 3.9) are normalized with 

respect to plasma frequency, Wp,  or free-srace wpvelength, corresponding to 

the plasma frequency, A      and are  shown in terms of  the parameters fAp, 

w/Wp and d/Xp.    A value of wb/w    = 2 was chosen. 

In general,  changing the magnetic  field changes the  position of 

the  stop bands and the regions  in the spectnim of enhanced  radiation.    For 

example,  if the electron cyclotron frequency is made much larger than the 

plasma frequency then the  stop-band for the electron cyclo.ron wave and the 

upner stop-band for the extra-ordinary wave becomes extrenely narrow and 

their position almost coincides with the electron cyclotron frequency. 

Consequently,   only a single peak about w-D would appear in the absorptivity 

spectrum.    A radiometer measuring radiation from such a plasma should 

measure a high intensity about wb and a very much smaller intensity due to 

the  ordinary wave about w In such a case  the effect of the  ordinary and 

ion cyclotron waves  on the  total  spectrum would be  small. 

Alternatively,  making the plasma frequency much larger than the 
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electron cyclotron frequency stretches out the stop-bands considerably. The 

stop band for ordinary, ion cyclotron and extraordinary waves extends 

effectively from zero to Wp with a very narrow pass btnd for the extraordinary 

in the region of Wp. The stop band for the electron cyclotron wave is from 

ub 'to wtj» Consequently, enhanced absorptivity should be observed mainly 

around «« with a small peak around aib (if v < wb) due to the lower edge of 

the electron cyclotron wave stop-band. 

These remarks do not ap^ly to a plasma whose collision frequency 

is high (f * «O since in this case stop-bands have no meaning. 

The main point to note is that unless the electron cyclotron 

frequency is of the ssme order of magnitude as the plasma frequency the 

frequencies of enhanced absorptivity and radiation will be around «b and '■'p* 

(b) Undulations in the Absorptivity Spectrum 

(1) Position of Undulations 

The effect of sharp plasma boundaries on the  s^ctrum of 

absorptivity accounts for undulations which are sometimes quite violent. 

These undulations are due  to internal  reflections within the  slab.     It is 

clear from Pig.  3.10,  in which the radintion spectrum (or absorptivity 

multiplied by frequency squared in arbitrary units)  is shown for the 

ordinary wave (or an Isotropie plasma),  that peaks in the undulations occur 

when ßd = rtr (n an integer) and dips when ßd = (n+ i)ir.    The curve of (ßd/w) 

is shown for comparison.    This result confinns the theoretical derivation 

presented in section 3.2 concerning the effect of internal reflections. 

(2) Conditions When Undulations are Apparent 

There are several conditions for enhnncing the undulations. As 

discussed above, ßd must be greater than TT. The normalized phase constant 
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(ß/k) should not be close to unity to p;ive a mismatch and hence large 

reflections. The absorption path length ad should be small (< 1), otherwise 

the wave will be highly attenuated in its first passage through the plasma 

nnd further reflections will be negligible. 

For example, consider the variations for ^/wp = "IO"
3
 in Pig. 3«4. 

At: 
ßd = n,    a = 1.01 Wp 

ß/k ~ .1 and ad ~ .05 

Consequently the wave can bounce back and forth many times before it is 

finally attenuated, 

(3) Effect of Electron Collision Frequency on the Undulations 

Undulations are always most violent when the collision frequency 

is saall. This is due to the fact that at the absorption path length, ad, 

decreases with decreasing collision frequency. Consequently mar\y interrel 

reflections csn occur depending on the plasma thickness and hence enhance 

the undulations in the absorptivity spectrum. The collision frequency ha- 

little effect on the phase constant ard on the position of the undulations 

«xcept when V  is close to the plasma frequency, 

(if) Effect of Slab Thlckneaa on the Undulations 

The position of the undulations in the spectrum is proportional 

to ßd and therefore to the thickness, d. If the thickness is very small the 

maximum value of ßd may not reach v/2  and no undulations will be observed. 

A thick slab may have such a high ad that virtually all the energy is 

absorbed in its first passage through the plasma, thus damping out any 

undulations. 

Fig. 3.11 shows the absorptivity as a function of slab thickness 
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when W = 1.2w for ^/"p = I0"1 and 10"z. Tho corresponding values of 

normalizod attenuntion constant, «A» are »Of?l and ,05.respectively. The 

undulations are much less pronounced for the higher collision frequency. 

They are completely damped out at Inrge values of slab thickness. Pig, 3t12 

shows the case when w = u„t  and oorresponla to a much higher attenuation 

constant, a, and much lower phase constant, ß, ßd = ir corresponds to about 

dAp = 2,5. Consequently, when the correct phase conditions for internal 

reflections occur, a high value of slab thickness and high attenuation constant 

damp out the undulations, 

(c) Absorptivity at Low Frequencies 

The results at low frequencies, previously discussed in connection 

with :quations 3.23 to 3.30, where a thin slab may have a higher absorptivity 

than a very large one can not be anticipated from geometrical optics 

approximations. Geometrical optics ray tracing techniques are only valid 

when the ratio &ß  is much smaller than unity . Figs. 2,2 to 2.6 should be 

\XSti  to determine when geometrical optics approximations are valid. Generally 

a./ß  is much smaller than unity in the pass-bands, but not generally in the 

stop-bands, where it may be of the order of, or much larger than, unity. The 

theory used in section 2 is exact in ail parts of the spectrum for the simple 

slab model used. 

Pig. 3.13 illustrates the absorptivity as a function of slab 

thickness when w = .1Wp for values of collision frequency corresponding to 

v/o»- = 10'' and 10"2 . The corresponding ratio» uf a/$  for these two curves 

are 2 and 20, respectively. The maximum observed with these curves corres- 

ponds to the maximum already discussed in connection with equation (3.2?).  It- 

should be noted that this maximum can explain the cross-over of the curves for 

different thicknesses at very low frequencies in Pigs. 3.6 to 3.9. 
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IV. APPLICATIONS 

It is possible that the passive radiation from the shock front of 

a re-entry vehicle will give information about this plasma sheath and 

subsequently about the vehicle itself. Whether the power received will be 

sufficient for a detailed analysis of the vehicle will depenc! on a large 

number of factors, such as emissivity of the plasma., height of the vehicle, 

receiver sensitivity and the background noise. The latter is shown as a 

15 
function of frequency in Fig. 4.1. The densest part of the shock front is 

the stagnation region where electron densities may rpnge from about 10 /cm3 

to 10 /cm , corresponding to a plasma frequency (f_) of 1 Kmc/s to 10^ Kmc/a. 

Kirchhoff's law (Eqn. 3.1) shows the power emitted by a body 

is proportional to the absorptivity and the square of the frequency. For 

the problem of calculating the passive microwave power emitted by a plasma 

sheath surrounding a re-entry vehicle, only the ordinary wave is considered, 

(neglecting the earth's magnetic field and any magnetic field the vehicle may 

carry). Fig. 3.10 shows that, in general, the radiation spectrum has a 

peak close to the plasma resonance, Wp, and is independent of frequency 

higher in the spectrum. For maximum received power the radiometer should be 

tuned to the frequency range corresponding to maxlmun overall absorptivity , 

Aij^of the plasma sheath. The power received at the radiometer is proportional 

to tha power emitted, the aperture (rain) of the receiving antenna and the 

16 
solid angle subtended by the plasma at the receiving antenna , We can there- 

fore write for the received power, Pr 

Pr = Pensa (4.1) 

where KTA„ 
Pe -|P  (Eqn. 5.1) (4.2) 

is the emitted power, assuming the plasma to radiate isotropically. 
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Equation (ii-.l) becomes 

44 - 

Pr "- 2^5- ^n3^ 

a 
ns = ^f is the solid angle subtended by the source at the antenna, 

R   is the distance from source to the antenna. 

0   is the effective receiving antenna aperture, 

Sp  is the surface area of the plasma as seen by the radiometer. 

nr, the solid angle beamwidth = 92 = A,z/b2 = A2/a of the receiving antenr 

where: 6 ■ linear angular beara^idth. 

D ■ antenna linear aperture. 

Equation (4.'') becomes: 

Pr = KTA* gi 

Assuming n3 < nr i.ej. that the plasma is wholly within the beamwidth of the 

receiving antenna, as will usually be the case in practice, the ratio ns/tJr 

is independent of frequency and therefore the maximum of Pr and A^ coincide. 

Duo to the high electron densities possible in the plasma sheath it is 

possible that the overall maximum in Ay will correspond to a frequency in 

the very high microwave spectrum, where atmospheric absorption is high. For 

example, atmospheric absorption of electromagnetic energy at 20 Kmc/s is 

about .3 db per mile and, in general, increases with frequency . In such a 

case a compromise would ba required. 

The possibility of detecting cyclotron radiation from a shock 

plasma due to the earth's magnetic field is veiy unlikely. The cyclotron 

radiation due to electrons would be close to w^, which for the earth's 

magnetic field of approximately^ gauss is about 1 Mc/s. The electron 

collision frequency will in general be much larger than this and so damp 
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out the resonance.     In addition,   this frequency lies  in the part of the 

spectrum where the atmospheric noise due to man-made and atmospheric  sourcss 

is very high (see Fig.  Z+.l  from reference I'i), 

The addition of ion effects in the dielectric coefficient of a 

uniform anisotropio plasma reveals the existence of a very low frequency 

pass-bEnd (when v - o)  at frequencies between zero and the ion cyclotron 

frequency.    This opens up the possibility of usin^ this pass-band for 

propagation through a plasma.    A magnetic field might be carried in a 

hypersonic vehicle for this purpose.    This part of tte  spectrum will, howfiver, 

have low reflection and low attenuation only when the ion collision frequency 

is small compared to the ion cyclotron frequency.    In general,  the ion 

collision frequency is of the   same order of magnitude as the electron 

collision frequency,    /.nother effect of ions is the increase  of absorptivity 

of the plasma in the region around %, as lon^ as the effect is not damped 

out by the  ion collision frequency. 

The  passive electromagnetic  rediation froffl a plasma promises to 

be a useful diagnostic  tool  in determining plasma  poraraeteii..     One of its 

main advantages would be thnt it does not perturb the plasma as do the more 

conventional techniques of metallic probes,  electromagnetic waves and 

electron beams.    The spectrum of radiation from a plasma may by comparison 

with curves of the type  shown in section 3 yield information of the plasma 

frequency,  electron collision frequency,  the degree  of inhomogoneity of 

the electron density and the applied magnetic field.    Radiation has already 

found application as a diagnostic tool in fusion work where it represents 

a large energy loss    .    The cyclotron radiation may also give information 

on the impurities due  to sputtering from the metal walls enclosing a fusion 

19 20 
plasma    .    Calculations      ^how that if copper impurities make up 10"4 

of  the  ions in the plasma the  radiation loss due  to bremsstrahlung 
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inervm»« by ten percent.    The various impurities in the plasm»,' should also 

give a peak in radiation at the  ion cyclotron frequency 0b  (= eB/fol)  of ttiat 

particular speaies as long as it is present in sufficient quantities and 

nb is much larger than the  ion collision frequency. 

The eleotromagnetic radiations from "space" have provided all 

our knowledge of universe.     In recent years radio astronomy ha? added its 

cnr.fribution.    Cyclotron (or synchrotron)    radiation has provided information 

on the mafnetio fields end plasmas of the sun, galaxies, nebula and other 

regions of "space".    The polarization of cyclotron radiation has given an 

idea of the magnitude and orientation of magnetic lines of force as far 

away as 6,000 light years in the Crab Nebula    .    It was found that the degree 

of polarization from this nebula is two thirds at radio frequencies22. 

The Faraday rotation principle may give rise to some useful 

microwave devices,  analogous to ferrites, for propagation control.    The non- 

reciprocal nature of Faraday rotation in ferrites has given rise to gyrators, 

attenuators and phase shifting devices.    G^s discharge devices of this type 

could also be built.    The Paradpy rotation due to the earth's magnetic field 

on a re-entry shock plasma was investigated and found to be negligible. 

However,  the Faraday rotation in the ionosphere, which,  in general has a 

smaller electron concentration and has much larger thickness is shown to 

be appreciable as is well known from signal telemetry from high altitude 

rockets.    This phenomenon has been used to obtain an integrated electron 

content for the ionosphere    . 
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